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General Comments 
The questions in this paper were practically set and case-oriented, with the requirements of the 
questions broken up as specific as possible.  Section A covered a very broad scope of the syllabus 
including Question 1 on enterprise income tax (EIT), business tax (BT) and withholding tax (WHT), 
value added tax (VAT), import duty, stamp duty (SD) and land appreciation tax (LAT); and Question 2 
on EIT, BT and individual income tax (IIT).  These two questions add up to a total mark of 64, with 
very few marks being awarded to computations.  Total marks awarded to Section B were 36 only and 
thus candidates had to score average marks from Section A in order to get a pass.  Candidates were 
expected to demonstrate their competence in mastering the fundamental tax concepts and their 
abilities in analysing the questions and presenting their answers with logics and principles rather than 
detailed calculations.  Candidates should also note that marks were available for professional skills in 
questions 1 and 2.  In order to earn these marks candidates had to satisfy the requirement in relation 
to the format of the document requested (a report in question 1 and a letter in question 2); and to 
provide clear answers with logical conclusions.  Candidates should expect that this trend would be 
followed in the following diet. 
 
Performance of this paper has improved slightly.  Most candidates attempted all four questions.  
However, many candidates presented their answers in a messy way.  Candidates are advised to make 
use of the pre-exam 15 minutes reading and planning time to finish reading all the questions, get a full 
picture of the facts in Questions 1 and 2, understand what exactly the requirements are, identify which 
two optional questions to be attempted, decide on the priority of the questions to be attempted, and 
finally, plan the layout and organisation of their answers and roughly allocate the time to each 
question. 
 
Specific Comments 
 
Question One 
The question examined candidates’ knowledge of the tax treatment of service fee, loss of fixed assets, 
unstamped lease agreement, injection of factory building as a capital investment and import of new 
production facilities.  Most candidates were able to demonstrate a good understanding of the tax 
implications, but were weaker at possible offences and penalties; and tax planning.  Common mistakes 
include: 
 
– did not address the consequence of failing to withhold tax and affix stamps; 
– could not calculate the tax loss on fixed assets; 
– not able to analyse and advise whether the company is entitled to any tax exemptions; 
– some candidates simply repeated the facts given in the question rather than gave the  answers; 
– did not understand how tax can be minimised; 
– did not answer in the required format, i.e. not using report format; and 
– a lot of answers with report format were found to have no ending or conclusion. 
 
Question Two 
The question focused on IIT, BT and EIT implications of having a permanent establishment (PE) and 
representative office (RO) in China.  In general, performance was poor.  Most candidates did not know 
the circumstances under which an enterprise providing consultancy services would be regarded as 
having a PE in China and the consequential BT, EIT and IIT implications to the enterprise and its 
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employees.  Candidates’ poor performance was mainly due to the failure to appreciate and address the 
following issues: 
 
– Under the first three-month service agreement, the presence of the team should not be deemed to 

constitute a PE in China.  Consequently, the service fee would not be subject to EIT and Mr Tan 
would not be subject to IIT. 

– If the service agreement was renewed for a further four months, the total time spent by the service 
team in China would exceed the six-month threshold and the enterprise would be deemed to have 
a PE in China.  Consequently, the service fee would be subject to EIT and Mr Tan would be subject 
to IIT. 

– The service fee was also subject to BT. 
– The chief representative of a RO was not entitled to the benefit of the 90 days exemption rule. 
– As in Question 1, candidates did not answer in the required format, i.e. not using letter format; 
and did not give an ending to the letter. 
 
Question Three 
The question was set to examine candidates’ knowledge of the Chinese holding company (CHO).  Part 
(a) examined candidates’ understanding of how a CHO could assist in the operation of foreign 
investment enterprises in China.  Part (b) and (c) examined candidates’ understanding of the tax 
treatment of the service expenses and loan interest; and how maximum tax expense deduction could 
be achieved.  Most candidates were quite familiar with the law and gave rather satisfactory answers.  
They were, however, weaker at giving advice and some did not give any answer to this part. 
 
Question Four 
The question was set to examine candidates’ knowledge of the new tax filing system for a head office 
and branches across different provinces.  In part (a), candidates were able to explain the new tax filing 
system but their answers were not comprehensive.  In part (b), some candidates could not explain how 
the EIT payable by the head offices and branches should be calculated; and some of them did not give 
calculations to support their answers.  In part (c), most candidates could not explain the impact of the 
new EIT filing system on foreign investment enterprises and domestic enterprises. 
 
Question Five 
The question examined candidates’ knowledge of the taxability of some popular employment benefits 
and income – travel allowance, housing allowance, relocation allowance, home leave allowance, 
education subsidies; and to identify possible tax planning ideas.  Most candidates were quite familiar 
with the IIT treatments of employment benefits; but some of them could not explain their answers 
clearly, and were very weak at identifying possible tax planning ideas. 
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